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Foreword

W
e are pleased to bring you a report from HFMA’s latest Thought Leadership 
Retreat, a forum where some of the best and brightest minds in our industry 
come together to discuss current issues facing us all. The focus of our Spring 

2023 event, which took place May 4-5 in Atlanta, was on navigating the disruptive 
forces in healthcare finance and operations. 

Disruption is an increasingly important factor in the contemporary healthcare 
marketplace. The retreat was designed to enable C-suite health executives to explore 
the clinical, financial and technological impacts of disruption with their peers and 
discover how legacy healthcare organizations are responding strategically. Participants 
also worked to develop a common definition and framework for approaching disruptive 
forces to enable collaboration across the healthcare system.

For insight, we invited prominent industry leaders and experts to share their per-
spectives on navigating disruption. The meeting kicked off with a presentation on the 
healthcare ratings outlook for 2023 and beyond by Anne Cosgrove, director with the 
U.S. Public Finance Healthcare Group at S&P Global Ratings. 

Other presentations addressed consumer-driven value strategy as an integrated 
response to healthcare disruption; strategies for recharging enterprise growth in a 
disruptive era; applications of the Agile iterative methodology to health system opera-
tions; the financial sustainability of U.S. hospitals; telehealth as a disruptive strategy; 
and the future of strategic investment in healthcare. Attendees also engaged in table 
conversations about those topics. This report identifies key findings that emerged from 
the presentations and discussions. 

Our thanks go to all participants for contributing their expertise. We also extend 
our appreciation to the American Hospital Association and the American Telemedicine 
Association for their partnership in convening the retreat. And finally, thank you to 
this year’s sponsors — Guidehouse, Strata Decision Technology and Vizient — for their 
generous support. 

COMING IN 
SEPTEMBER

HFMA’s Fall 2023 Thought 
Leadership Retreat will explore 
the issue of restoring trust in the 
U.S. healthcare system. The event 
is scheduled for Sept. 28-29 in 
Washington, D.C. 

2023
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2023 Spring Thought Leadership Retreat Lineup

MAY 4 

Healthcare Ratings Outlook: 2023 and Beyond 
Anne Cosgrove, MBA, director, U.S. Public Finance Healthcare 
Group, S&P Global Ratings 

Consumer-Driven Value Strategy: An Integrated 
Response to Healthcare Disruption 

Jon Barlow, vice president, consumer innovation, Vizient, Inc. 

Tawnya Bosko, PhD, DHA, senior principal, value transformation, 
Vizient, Inc. 

Recharging Enterprise Growth in a Disruptive 
Era: Same Levers, New Strategies 
Richard Bajner, MSHCM, partner and payer/provider leader, 
Guidehouse 

Vivek Gursahaney, MBA, director, Guidehouse 

Michael McMillan, MBA, senior vice president, payer contracting 
and payer relations, Ascension 

Applying the Agile Iterative Methodology 
to Health System Operations 
Alina Henderson, MBA, vice president, solutions and marketing, 
Strata Decision Technology 

Kirsten Largent, CPA, senior vice president, financial operations,  
OSF HealthCare 

Frank Stevens, chief growth officer, Strata Decision Technology 

Addressing the Financial Sustainability 
of U.S. Hospitals 
Carol Friesen, MPH, CEO, Eastern Region, OSF HealthCare 

Bryce Gartland, MD, president, hospital group, and co-chief of 
clinical operations, Emory Healthcare 

James L. Heffernan, consultant and CEO emeritus, Massachusetts 
General Physicians Organization 

Aaron Wesolowski, MBA, vice president of policy research, 
analytics and strategy, American Hospital Association 

MAY 5

Disrupting the Industry by Engaging in Telehealth 
Adam Hornung, MHA, MSW, executive director of operations, 
Intermountain Healthcare 

Ann Mond Johnson, MBA, MHA, CEO, American Telemedicine 
Association 

Future of Strategic Investment 
Lindsey Dunn Burgstahler, MS, vice president, programming 
and intelligence, American Hospital Association Center for Health 
Innovation 

Joseph J. Fifer, FHFMA, CPA, past president and CEO, HFMA 
(retired June 6) 

Ann Mond Johnson, MBA, MHA, CEO, American Telemedicine 
Association 

Tatyana Popkova, MS, chief strategy officer, UCI Health 
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Introduction

D
isruption is reverberating throughout the healthcare industry, 
and it’s incumbent on legacy organizations to develop strategic 
responses for the benefit of their consumers, their communities and 

themselves.
With that overarching challenge becoming ever more pressing, HFMA’s 

2023 Spring Thought Leadership Retreat brought together leaders from 
across the industry May 4-5 in Atlanta to consider approaches that can help 
hospitals and health systems fortify their positions.

Disruption is “a topic that’s both timely and critical to the future of 
healthcare,” past HFMA President and CEO Joseph J. Fifer (retired June 6) 
said as he kicked off the gathering.

The pressures stem both from industrywide forces such as the labor 
crunch and from the ingenuity and dexterity of disruptive entities. Perhaps 
most notably, such companies tend to be more intentional than traditional 
providers about creating optimal experiences for consumers.

“We are not as focused on the consumer experience as we need to be,” 
Fifer told attendees at the end of the retreat. “I would just encourage you 
to go back to your organizations and have that conversation. There are big, 
massively capitalized entities that are focused on the consumer experience. 
And if we’re not [similarly focused] as an industry, I think we’re making a 
big mistake.”

Reflecting on the question of whether disruptors can turn a profit in the 
healthcare space, Fifer said, “I believe that they will, and I believe they’re 
going to come right after that consumer experience.”

The concept of culture affects an organization’s ability to make the neces-
sary adjustments, he added.

“What is culture in an organization? It’s a collective reflection of atti-
tude,” Fifer said. “If the attitude that we take back to our organizations is 
that we really do care about keeping people healthy, we really do care about 
the consumer experience, we really do care about that electronic front door 
and making it as simple, as easy and accessible as using our phones, it will 
start to change the perception.

“And ultimately the trust in our organization, trust in our healthcare sys-
tem, will begin to reverse this trend that we’ve been on.”

Sponsored by Guidehouse, Strata Decision Technology and Vizient, the 
retreat highlighted the key challenges and opportunities for stakeholders 
trying to navigate an industry being swept by change.

10 VITAL RESPONSES

1 Recognize the changing 
landscape

2 Address wasteful costs

3 Improve the cost 
effectiveness of health

4 Update your contracting 
strategies

5 Seek value-based payment 
opportunities

6 Accelerate consumerism 
strategies

7 Evaluate your care delivery 
model

8 Incorporate digital care

9 Maximize your reach

10 Be agile (and calm)
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$107.31
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2021 commercial spend 
site-of-service breakdown
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U.S. not-for-profit acute health care 
Rating cumulative actions by month, 2022

U.S. not-for-profit acute health care 
Outlook cumulative revisions by month, 2022 

S&P GLOBAL RATINGS 2022 RATING ACTIONS

Source: Presentation by Anne Cosgrove, S&P Global Ratings, May 4, 2023. Data as of December 2022

1. RECOGNIZE THE 
CHANGING LANDSCAPE
Many hospitals and health systems face substantial risk in 
the current environment, according to insights shared during 
the retreat.

S&P Global Ratings has issued a negative outlook for the 
acute healthcare sector because of several factors, said Anne 
Cosgrove, director with the company’s U.S. Public Finance 
Healthcare Group. These include continued cash flow com-
pression, waning unrestricted reserves and a negative bias 
in ratings and outlooks for individual organizations (see the 
exhibit below).

Financial results for 2022 came in “with very large losses,” 
she said. “And these losses run the gamut from small credits 
to large healthcare systems.”

Hospital margins sagged, spending much of 2022 in 
negative territory before inching up to 0.2% in December, 
according to a presentation by Vizient’s Jon Barlow, vice 

president for consumer innovation, and Tawnya Bosko, PhD, 
DHA, senior principal for value transformation. Meanwhile, 
major payers had operating margins of well over 5%.

Looking forward, “Things are stabilizing, but that doesn’t 
mean things are getting better,” said Aaron Wesolowski, vice 
president for policy research, analytics and strategy with 
the American Hospital Association (AHA). “We’re not seeing 
double- or triple-digit increases in expenses at this point, 
but we’re not seeing expenses come down. [And] the volume 
trends are kind of the new reality.”

The ongoing shift from inpatient to ambulatory settings 
also can have an adverse impact on margins, he added. The 
loss of regulatory waivers and flexibilities that were available 
during the pandemic compounds the difficulty, as does the 
disenrollment of potentially millions of Medicaid beneficia-
ries into next year.

Add it all up, and the threat seems existential. 
At an industry level, “We’re watching hospitals 

close,” said Carol Friesen, CEO of OSF HealthCare’s 
Eastern Region. “If we don’t [adapt], it’s the mis-
sion we’re committed to that is in jeopardy.”

Responses to Disruption
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2. ADDRESS WASTEFUL COSTS

One of the most basic forms of healthcare disruption is 
the ability of new entrants to off er high-value services at 
lower costs. As they seek to match those competencies, 
including by addressing the fragmentation of care (see the 
exhibit to the right), providers should start by properly 
framing the issue.

“Purchasers want providers to reduce the total cost of 
care while maintaining or improving quality,” Fifer said. 
“And that doesn’t line up very well with this fragmented 
system that we have. Disruptors, especially [those] that 
don’t have the stand-ready obligations and the extensive 
infrastructure that hospitals do, can operate at a lower cost 
structure and thus potentially deliver more cost-eff ective 
care for the sliver that they’re addressing.”

Providers should tackle costs in a deliberate and 
thorough manner.

“We’ve started to see more organizations being really 
rigorous and thoughtful about their fi xed and overhead 
expenses, their administrative areas,” said Alina Henderson, 
vice president for solutions and marketing with Strata, “and 
really saying, ‘Do we have ROI in this?’”

For example, OSF HealthCare made a push to examine 
“our overall structures, our organizational 

structures, doing some reorganizing, looking 
at our corporate offi  ces,” said Kirsten 
Largent, senior vice president for 
fi nancial operations. “We haven’t done a 

great job in the past at really leveraging 
our scalability and focusing on getting those 

costs down.”
With such approaches, there’s no getting around the 

fact that tough decisions have to be made about resources 
— including human resources.

“We have a cost structure issue within 
healthcare,” said Bryce Gartland, MD, hospital 
group president and co-chief of clinical 
operations with Emory Healthcare. 

“There are ways of [addressing] it with 
attrition and [staff ] repositioning and the like, 
but I do think we need to not kid ourselves in terms 
of the administrative cost structure issues that we’ve 
got to address from an industry standpoint, and frankly 
productivity even down to the frontline level.”

TOTAL COST OF CARE VARIES 
BASED ON THE DEGREE OF 
CARE FRAGMENTATION

Source: Vizient Research Institute, analysis of Medicare claims, 2017-2018. Presentation by 
Jon Barlow and Tawnya Bosko, Vizient, May 4, 2023
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3. IMPROVE THE COST 
EFFECTIVENESS OF HEALTH

Matching the value proposition of disruptors means inno-
vations should be geared toward keeping patients out of the 
hospital, even if that approach aff ects the fi nances of tradi-
tional hospital operations.

“It’s not only the cost eff ectiveness of healthcare that’s 
important. It’s also the cost eff ectiveness of health,” Fifer 
said, referring to the strategic focus HFMA is championing 
for the industry.

“As a society, we spend the vast majority of healthcare-
related dollars on healthcare, not on the social determinants 
of health and the behavioral factors that largely determine 
an individual’s health status,” Fifer added. “The resource 
allocation is not sustainable in this way at a societal level. It’s 
not going to yield the improvements and outcomes that care 
purchasers expect and deserve.”
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Even implementing initiatives geared to the social 
determinants of health (SDoH) won’t be adequate to counter 
disruptive entities that are finding ways to lower the total 
cost of care on a per member per month basis, Fifer said. In 
centering efforts primarily on SDoH, “You may wind up chan-
neling resources to initiatives that, though well-intended, do 
not move the needle on achieving cost effectiveness of health 
and do not reduce healthcare stakeholders’ vulnerability to 
disruption.”

Hospitals recognize the shift in incentives, said Lindsey 
Dunn Burgstahler, vice president for programming and intel-
ligence with the AHA’s Center for Health Innovation. 

“The profit in healthcare is going to go [toward] keeping 
people healthy or, if they have chronic conditions, keeping 
those managed,” she said. “We’re really not set up for that. 
We are working toward being set up for that.”

For example, Burgstahler said, “We have seen hospitals 
really amp up what we label their anchor strategies,” looking 
to enhance such strategies through both community invest-
ments and systematic handoffs to community partners.

One challenge is establishing the data collection processes 
and caliber of analytics that can guide resource allocation in 
such initiatives, she added.

4. UPDATE YOUR CONTRACTING 
STRATEGIES

A disruptive environment necessitates a new emphasis on 
achieving optimal terms with payers.

“There’s been an acceleration of volume that’s moving 
from acute care out, and we have to figure out where we want 
to put our pricing strategies,” said Richard Bajner, partner 
and payer/provider leader with Guidehouse.

Providers also should be cognizant that health plans in the 
current environment are focusing on Medicare Advantage 
(MA) as a driver of revenue (for more on MA, see the sidebar 
on page 10). Thus, health systems should emphasize their 
value proposition in areas such as total cost of care and 
their impact on the health plan’s MA star rating, said Vivek 
Gursahaney, director with Guidehouse.

Likewise, for a growing number of payers in the com-
mercial space, “Their focus is entirely on value-based 
care,” Vizient’s Bosko said. “No more fee-for-service rate 
increases unless you can show the quality and outcomes, and 

WHY WORKFORCE-RELATED 
DISRUPTIONS ARE TOP OF MIND

Asked about the foremost challenges facing hospitals and 
health systems, Carol Friesen, CEO of OSF HealthCare’s 
Eastern Region, had a succinct response.

“Labor, labor, labor,” she said during a panel discussion 
at HFMA’s Spring Thought Leadership Retreat.

“Really everything related to [labor] — the retention, the 
recruitment, the stabilization,” Friesen added. “Unlike 
so many other times when we’ve had labor challenges, 
[the pandemic was] the first one where it was across the 
board,” affecting frontline workers, nurses and physicians 
at different points.

According to data shared in a presentation by the 
American Hospital Association’s Aaron Wesolowski, 
hospital labor expenses between 2019 and 2022 rose 
by 20.8% overall and 24.7% per patient (even when 
accounting for increases in patient acuity).

One source of relief for many organizations in 
recent months has been a reduction in contract 
nursing labor as more RNs return to full-time 
employment. James L. Heffernan, consultant 
and CFO emeritus with Massachusetts General 
Physicians Organization, mentioned seeing 
decreases of about 20% in traveler costs.

Conversely, though, an increasingly competitive 
market for full-time staff could alter cost structures.

An issue “that’s a little bit worrisome is avoiding fixing 
some of the costs at the level they are,” Heffernan said. 

Academic medical centers may be able to help by 
evaluating how they train the next generation of 
clinicians, especially given telehealth’s potential to 
increase the efficiency of clinical operations.

“We want to make sure that we provide an 
environment where the new generation of 
practitioners train also in telehealth,” said Tatyana 
Popkova, chief strategy officer with UCI Health.  
“We don’t want to train them in the environment 
where they have to relearn and readapt because 
they’re coming from this traditional academic 
medical system that really is no longer traditional.”
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XXXXXX

hopefully that you’re not the highest-cost-of-care provider 
in the market when health systems frequently don’t even 
know if they’re a higher- or lower-cost care provider in their 
market.” 

Given all the challenges, Ascension has  
made a point of shoring up its contracting 
approaches, said Michael McMillan, senior 
vice president for payer contracting and 
payer relations.

“If you are a health plan, you know when you’re across 
from HCA because they have a way of behaving that lets folks 
know what they want and what they need,” he said. “I don’t 
know if that’s true on the not-for-profit side. Certainly, at 
Ascension, we haven’t taken the perspective [that] we’re 
here to get, respectfully, everything that we need.”

More recently, the organization’s approach in negotia-
tions has been to make clear “what we want, backing it up 
with data and facts and making sure that we can achieve it.”

5. SEEK VALUE-BASED 
PAYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Bringing the right mindset to value-based payment (VBP) ini-
tiatives is important because the finances don’t always line 
up at first glance.

“Value-based care is known for reducing utilization,” 
Bosko said. “Most health systems are going to say, ‘How are 
we going to offset the changes in utilization — because that 
financial impact is more than any shared savings I’m going to 
get.’ You have to think about it as growth in managing popu-
lations, growth in lives.

“It’s a different lens to think about growth, but it still is 
growth all the same.”

In terms of opportunities for shared savings, risk-based 
contracts with commercial insurers are less advantageous 
compared with such contracts in Medicare fee-for-service 
and Medicare Advantage.

“The [commercial] payer’s definition of value-based care 
is site-of-service utilization with steerage,” Gursahaney said. 
“It’s aggressive utilization management and denials, and it’s 
basically low unit-rate increases. 

“If they can push you to risk, they’ll do it, but the model 
for them has very little to do with [providers] engaging in 
shared savings contracts.”

Commercial VBP contracts also can be less lucrative 
because commercially insured patients are more likely to 
engage with profitable service lines (see the exhibit on  
page 9).

Said Gursahaney, “How do you make sure that you’re 
aligning your shared savings rate with your contribution 
margin from that payer?”

Fifer said hospitals and health systems are approaching “a 
fork in the road” regarding the approach to risk.

“Either do a deep dive and have a significant amount of 
your revenue that’s at risk, whether that’s through having 
a health plan within the organization or a very significant 
upside and downside risk environment — you’re going to 
have to go deep where you can justify the investments in 
that,” he said. “Or go the other direction. And that is to pull 
back and be an incredibly efficient provider of care within 
that insurance process.”

6. ACCELERATE CONSUMERISM 
STRATEGIES

“Loyalty to healthcare brands is fragmenting,” according to 
the presentation by Vizient’s Barlow and Bosko. In response, 
“health systems must move beyond traditional marketing 
and brand building to deep market analyses and retail- 
inspired relationship building.”

The stakes are substantial, Guidehouse’s Bajner said, 
given that the difference between patient retention rates of 
65% and 85% can equate to “tens of millions of dollars.” 

With disruptors competing in part on their ability to man-
age the customer experience and customer relationships, an 
organization’s clinical reputation is “no longer sufficient” to 
gain market share, according to the Vizient presentation.

“Everybody expects you to deliver amazing, high-quality 
care,” Barlow said. “There’s a time and a purpose for brand 
marketing, but the days of putting up your quality scores or 
your U.S. News and World Report [ranking] on a billboard 
saying, ‘We have the greatest services,’ those are over 
because that’s not enough anymore.”

Gursahaney described the challenge as growing customer 
loyalty rather than the organization’s patient population: 
“If it’s in the ED, if it’s in the primary care office, if it’s for an 
ancillary test, those are all patients that we should eventually 
be trying to be sticky with and creating relationships with. 
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That’s just a mindset change and a tracking and measure-
ment change.”

Through that prism, the fi nancial focus shifts to average 
revenue per customer rather than patient volume, he added.

In eff orts to become more consumer-centric, organi-
zations can start with the basics — including the patient 
fi nancial experience.

“There is a ton of friction around understanding what 
something might cost you, the bill when you receive it, and 
then payment of that,” said Burgstahler of the AHA.

UCI Health in Irvine, California, is seeking to improve 
something as fundamental as the registration 
process for patients, said Tatyana Popkova, 
chief strategy offi  cer.

“The language and vocabulary of what 
80% of consumers look for when they want to 
transact or discover healthcare services, it’s not 
what we [traditionally had] put out there,” she said. “So, our 
digital front door creates that match.”

7. EVALUATE YOUR CARE 
DELIVERY MODEL

The pandemic highlighted the “considerable vulnerabilities” 
of a healthcare delivery system anchored by acute care hubs, 
Barlow and Bosko said. The system is evolving into new ver-
tical integrations that are “purpose-built” to reverse patient 
fl ow across the system, reducing acute care utilization and 
spend. 

In a market such as Las Vegas, Bajner said, only 1% 
of commercial outpatient surgery volume takes place in 
hospital outpatient departments. The rest has migrated to 
physician offi  ces on the strength of disruptor models such as 
UnitedHealthcare/Optum.

Ascension’s McMillan added, “This is such an underreal-
ized part of strategy. It goes back to, ‘We will never give up 
our HOPD.’ [Then] you will miss the market.”

$107.31
Inpatient

2021 commercial spend 
site-of-service breakdown

 Inpatient Spend Breakdown:
~50% of spend in profitable service lines

Outpatient Spend Breakdown:
~58% of spend in surgery and imaging

24%
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37%
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SYSTEMS CHALLENGED TO MEANINGFULLY REDUCE COMMERCIAL 
COSTS WITHOUT CANNIBALIZING MOST PROFITABLE SERVICES

Source: Presentation by Richard Bajner and Vivek Gursahaney, Guidehouse, and Michael McMillan, Ascension, May 4, 2023
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Emory Healthcare is considering ways to right-size its 
services, Gartland said. “Do you really need to be doing 
everything at all locations?”

Such conversations “traditionally have been a third rail in 
healthcare,” he noted.

Massachusetts General Hospital launched an  
enterprise-wide asset management tool to glean 
insights that could lead the organization to 
shift volume among sites, said James L. 
Heffernan, consultant and CFO emeritus 
with Massachusetts General Physicians 
Organization. “What it really gets down to is: 
Are we using the facilities we have?” 

Popkova said UCI Health generates 46% of its revenue 
from services that take place outside the hospital. “We’re 
trying to balance our portfolio that way to make sure we 
diversify risk, but also following the market trend,” she said.

Strategic changes to the care delivery model should be the 
product of sustained collaborative ventures between finance, 
clinical and operations teams, Strata’s Henderson said. “You 
have to bring those three groups together.”

Some organizations try to get clinical leaders to own 
financial accountability, she added, but a better approach is 
for such leaders to keep their focus on costs within specific 
DRGs or service lines.

“The key here is not having everyone looking at every-
thing all of the time,” she said. “Oftentimes, that’s where 
we’ve seen organizations really slow down.”

8. INCORPORATE DIGITAL CARE

A key part of an updated care model is a digital care platform 
that can make high-quality healthcare more seamless and 
convenient. As with other aspects of the response to disrup-
tion, traditional providers must shift their thinking.

Ann Mond Johnson, CEO of the American Telemedicine 
Association (ATA), referred to the healthcare industry’s “edi-
fice complex.” In other words, “We’re very tied to our bricks 
and mortar.”

In implementing changes, she added, “Culture trumps 
everything. It’s really the values and the beliefs of the orga-
nization, this idea that, ‘I’m doing this not because of the 
reimbursement. I’m doing this because we have fundamental 
problems in the healthcare system that we cannot address 

MEDICARE ADVANTAGE: 
A LEADING VEHICLE FOR 
DISRUPTION

As the program technically known as Medicare Part C 
steadily overtakes the traditional Medicare program in 
beneficiary volume, healthcare providers should take stock 
of the consequences.

In January, Medicare Advantage (MA) edged past the 
50% mark in its share of total Medicare enrollment, with 
30.19 million out of 59.82 million beneficiaries. That’s up 
from 29% a decade ago.

“Most of you are dealing with Medicare Advantage as the 
primary Medicare segment in your markets today,” Tawnya 
Bosko, PhD, DHA, senior principal for value transformation 
with Vizient, said during HFMA’s Spring Thought 
Leadership Retreat.

MA is a platform for big payviders to control the 
longitudinal journeys of frequent utilizers of healthcare, 
said Bosko and colleague Jon Barlow. They shared data 
showing enrollment increases of more than 9% for 
UnitedHealthcare and Humana between 2018 and 2022, 
while fast-risers CVS Health (16.8%) and Elevance (18.4%) 
solidified their positions.

The rapid growth of the MA program poses a challenge to 
hospital revenue, Bosko said.

“How many of you think Medicare Advantage is negotiable 
for your systems? In general, it’s going to reimburse on 
a fee-for-service basis, and then you’re going to [adjust 
for] administrative burden, and the net impact is less than 
Medicare fee-for-service reimbursement,” she said.

In other words, “You’re losing every time a patient switches 
from fee-for-service to MA,” said Richard Bajner, partner 
and payer/provider leader with Guidehouse.

He added, “Your unit reimbursement is probably 7, 8, 10% 
less on Medicare Advantage because of denials, bad debt, 
etc.”

Such issues highlight why providers would do well to set 
their MA unit prices above 100% of Medicare fee-for-
service rates, Bajner said. Many health systems set their 
prices at the 100% mark, “and then all that downgrade just 
contributes to degradation.”
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unless we deploy technology differently than we have in the 
past.’”

Given ongoing and future labor dynamics and increasing 
demand by an aging population, among other issues, “We’re 
going to be asked to do more with less, and we’re 
going to be asked to do it better than we used 
to,” said Adam Hornung, executive director 
of operations with Intermountain 
Healthcare. “That isn’t a hypothetical. We’ve 
already seen moves in that direction.”

Considering the population of Intermountain’s markets, 
for example, “I should be hiring 15 neurologists for our sys-
tem,” he said. “If I try to post and hire for 15 neurologists, it’s 
just not going to happen.”

By crunching the data, Intermountain leaders identified 
migraine headaches and low back pain as the main reasons 
for neurology referrals. Such cases can crowd out more 
urgent issues such as stroke and dementia. 

But in a pilot program using e-consults in the primary 
care setting and video visits with advanced practice pro-
viders, only nine of 200 patients ended up having to see a 
neurologist.

9. MAXIMIZE YOUR REACH

Incorporation of digital health is, in part, a manifestation of 
the effort to improve patient acquisition and retention.

As part of its strategic focus coming out of the pandemic, 
Emory is “focusing very heavily on access,” Gartland said. 
“How do we make sure that we’re able to never say no?”

 “There’s always latent capacity that is never uncovered 
because we don’t take the time to really pull back the covers 
and look at processes, whether it’s processes for referrals or 
scheduling,” Vizient’s Barlow said. “Those types of things are 
very low-risk but high-reward benefits. This is a new set of 
levers.”

“All of us get trapped into a usual way of doing business 
on stuff,” Gartland said. “Think about: How would Chick-fil-A 
come in and work on clinic throughput? They’re phenomenal 
at how they get drive-throughs going. We [in healthcare] 
stink at patient throughput.”

Traditional providers can enhance access through part-
nerships with disruptors, most of which seem hesitant to 
enter the acute care space. For example, UCI Health seeks 

to partner with companies that specialize in telehealth or 
home-based care.

“We don’t have the strength in our balance sheet to do 
everything alone,” Popkova said.

Critically, access improvement strategies factor into 
industrywide efforts to improve health equity, said Johnson 
of the ATA. But such progress will require significant invest-
ments to ensure high-speed Internet is widely accessible.

“The challenge is how we make sure that everybody bears 
the investment in a way that makes the most sense for the 
payoff that they’re going to get,” she said, referring to health-
care and government stakeholders. “Those are the issues 
that we’re going to have to address if we really want to get to 
this idea of ensuring that everyone gets care where and when 
they need it.”

10. BE AGILE (AND CALM)

As daunting as the task of responding to disruption may 
seem, hospitals and health systems can be methodical at first.

“The organizations that we see driving sustainable and 
successful change start small and humble initially but quickly 
pivot into a very aggressive change rollout within their 
organization,” said Frank Stevens, chief growth officer with 
Strata.

Said his colleague Henderson, “Break everything down 
into the smallest possible piece, and you will find it easier 
to make progress. With all of the challenges that your teams 
have been going through over the last few years, wins are 
great, and wins are exciting.”

The pandemic and ensuing struggles have brought a sense 
of urgency that hospitals and health systems should channel.

“Change management has never been easier than what it 
is now — because there is an overwhelming need to change,” 
OSF HealthCare’s Friesen said. “Some of this work has 
needed to be done for a very long time.”

A final note from experts: Don’t panic. Many disruptors 
are proving not to have all the answers just yet, at least when 
it comes to achieving financial returns. And few if any seem 
eager to take on acute care.

“Don’t be scared of this disruption,” Barlow said. “Utilize 
some of the tactics they’re doing, some of the approaches, the 
acquisitions that they’re making, and learn from it and try 
and adapt it to your situation in your organization.” 
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